Dear Mrs. Roosevelt,

When it came out in the papers that you were going to the Caliój meeting of Allied Nations Peace Conference it made me and several other grandmothers very happy. I hope you or any other women who may attend can have some voice in the business also. Women of these enlightened days ought to be represented at all such occasions. There is no question I wish an answer to. Why is it that our boys or girls learn to sign us all children to the Catholic Church if they are Protestants? This country was settled by Puritans rather than Protestants. So why should we have to give in this way? Almost all the monies where a church service is needed it is a Priest and nun's,
One of the speakers at our Methodist Church quite recently spoke of this also. St. Patrick's Day is celebrated with almost all wearing something green. They and German kids will walk out of a house on their holidays and. One of our laws is the right to practice religion as we wish but this compulsory law of the Church one must that law doesn't it? This signs away the children with out this knowledge before they are born. Anymore I can't see why a person should live a life of misery tied to some one impossible to get along with. All the free that was created at the time of King Edward's marriage to a divorced lady was silly. I hope I will receive an answer. Thanking you I am Mrs. W. R. Skinner